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THEWAVMUSIC

        t’s Ya Favorite Ach’ is

back again with another

banger. Make sure you got

your manna bowl ready as

Beloved Daud does not

disappoint on Jewlius Serving.
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         zzial Halalyahu, formerly known as Slicc Pulla,

drops his first debut BREW music album and we have

an Exclusive Review. This is my first time actually

listening to a project by Uzzial Halayahu and l was left

applled. I had to know more about him so I checked

out his Brew report. He starts off the album with a

spoken word with a smooth instrumental that meshes

in with what he's saying. Then he opens up the

curtains and the show begins. From the top to the

bottom he delivers. Also with features from Yezi and

Beloved Daud on Faithful Instructions.

U
SCRIPTURES OF TRUTH
LISTEN NOW > 

'I

JEW’LIUS
SERVIN’ 

LISTEN NOW >

ALL content MUST be Rated F for FAMILY

No foul language No explicit content

Services available : 

* Music / Videos played during ( Pre recorded ) broadcast 

* Online Interviews / Life discussions 

* Content reactions / feedback

* Digital magazine promotions / Social media promotions

* Mix tape / album packages 

* Popular Brew blog appearances

IN TRAFFIC 613 WATCH NOW >

T H E W A V 6 1 3

This album will keep you occupied

for a while. From songs like

Contraband, Drought Proof, and

Running you see why Beloved

Daud’s lyrics get better like fine wine.

From the righteous melodies to the

Ruach filled beats this album will

sure to keep the the spirit thriving.

My favorite songs to listen to

Ascension, Drought Proof, Mr. Clark,

Contraband. This album shows why

you should trust in YAHUAH at all

times. You give him your all he'll do

the same. Even though some may

doubt keep your faith. He'll always

come through.

BY: @UZZY2X

BY: @UZZY2X

 B.R.E.W Music ONLY

Submit content @

Intrafficplaylist@gmail.com

IF APPROVED 

$50 donation required

https://g.co/kgs/6AXBkw
https://m.youtube.com/playlist?list=OLAK5uy_m8ykfOjCyLpzHWXUzRkkObq4l5vmI781U


TAKETAKETAKE
VACVACVAC
CINECINECINE

The Most High brought us from the dust for
a greater purpose. We’re designed to show
all that can be rightly done living by the
rules of life. When we follow these rules it
keeps everything working properly
mentally, physically, and spiritually. The
Word shapes our reality based on the
choices we make, so if we want to be
successful, or live in peace, making healthy
choices for our complete wellbeing has to
be a first step. 

If you’re paying attention and not
distracted with what’s going on around us
you’ll see entertainment presented in many
ways, even during the sickest times the
world has witnessed. Not only can you
stream Concerts and Sporting Events you
now can attend in person with or without a
vaccination.

 So for the sake of keeping the system
going, crowds can mingle in the name of
fun with or without a shot. It doesn’t stop
there, Rap Jingles are being made to get
everyone excited about the temporary
solutions that are being offered to society
which are nothing more than sad attempts
to show control over anyone looking for
help. The majority of people will miss out
on their healing by rejecting The Living
Power and listening to whatever man is
saying on the airwaves. Whether it’s about
a diet or working out, vanity has crept in
and pushed its way front and center of The
Most High’s Glory. The Good News is that
we don’t have to follow Baal to the Fall of
all this confusion, you can turn away from
destruction and head towards a Healthy
state of mind with YAHUAH. 

STAYSTAYSTAY
AWAYAWAYAWAY

They Prophesy Health
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WRITTEN BY @SHIMSHONE_YASHRAAL

 

TAKETAKETAKE
VACVACVAC
CINECINECINE

As more people get vaccinated the mask mandate is
slowly lifting across the country, but for how long?

 







THEY PROPHESY SALVATION

written by @myshpat | THEWAV613.COM

Contrary to popular belief, religions are not the only ones preaching a

sense of salvation to the people. Salvation by definition is preservation

or deliverance from harm, ruin, or loss. So salvation would be the

preserving of life because the losing of a life is considered harmful, ruin

and a literal loss. Who are some of those that are preaching salvation?
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   When viewing from the world’s
perspective there are many ideas
being thrown at the people’s about
their salvation, or better yet to
preserve their life. Let’s say for
instance that there is one who eats
according to the vegan lifestyle and
believes that this insures them of a
guaranteed long life ahead of them. 
   On the other hand this same one
who practices the vegan lifestyle
also practices the ways of being a
robber. With what they seen as a
way of guaranteeing them long life
can now be hindered and cut short
due to the decisions they make
outside of just eating physical food. 

   Another one would be the people
who says to have faith in The Most
High but claim that there is more
than one way to Heaven. Heaven is
the perfect place where YAHUAH
dwells and His Word gives us the
standard on how to dwell with Him.
His Word tells us that it is only on
way to be to dwell with Him and
that’s by doing His Law, Statutes
and Commandments. So how can
there be many ways to Heaven
being that it’s only one way to
please Him. That path of many ways,
which can be identified as the broad
way, has led and continues to lead
many to destruction. 
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preservation or
deliverance from
harm, ruin, or loss.
S A L V A T I O N

John 14:6John 14:6
John 14:6 (KJV) YAHUSHA saith unto him,
I am the way, the truth, and the life: no

man cometh unto the Father, but by me.

The Law Is
Done Away

With! No
More Old! 







A
SUCCESSFUL,
FLOURISHING,
OR THRIVING
CONDITION,

ESPECIALLY IN
FINANCIAL
RESPECTS;

GOOD FORTUNE
 

“Heroes in lab coats”

“First line of defense” 

With this definition alone
the top two thoughts to

come to mind would be a
pastor or a doctor.

What Are They Known For? 
 

What Are They Known For? 
 “Giving out the good news”

(as some would say)

“Most prominent figure of the
church”

“Collecting tithes on offerings”
   Doctors are thought of as

hero around seemingly saving
others with medicine.

Pharmacy originates from the
Latin word “pharmakieia”

meaning witchcraft. 
 

   Making the hospitals and
doctors look prosperous was

the idea to take the spotlight
off the very one who has the

ability to remove any sickness
or ailment.

 
   Exodus   23:25   KJV  

“And ye shall serve YAHUAH
your Mighty One, and he shall

bless thy bread, and thy
water; and I will take

“sickness” away from the
midst of thee.”

   We’ve all heard time and
again, “if you tithe good in
church the Most High will bless
you exceedingly.” 

   We seen grandparents and 
 parents relentlessly tithe in
order to receive favor from
above but never caught a break.

    “We are saved by grace, The
Most High knows your heart” 

   Jeremiah   17:9   KJV  
“The heart is deceitful above
all things, and desperately
wicked: who can know it?”

THEY
PROPHESY
PROSPERITY

written by:

@YV_SLIM

True prosperity is
only achieved with

YAHUAH 
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IN THE MONTH OF APRIL 2021

THERE WERE A TOTAL OF 12,397

EARTHQUAKES RECORDED.  

Matthew 24:7-8 (KJV) 7
For nation shall rise
against nation, and

kingdom against
kingdom: and there shall

be famines, and
pestilences, and

earthquakes, in divers
places. 8 All these [are]

the beginning of sorrows.

Zechariah 11:5 (KJV) Whose
possessors slay them, and hold
themselves not guilty: and they
that sell them say, Blessed [be]
YAHUAH; for I am rich: and their
own shepherds pity them not.
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